French Society Adds Eight New Members to Club

Cranmer Club to Hear Bishop Quin at Last Meeting

Palm Plan Party for the Senior Members

AMENDMENT

Ralph Adams represents Rice at AIEE meet.

Richard Adams represents Rice at AIEE meet.

Group Will Have Charge of Cold Drinks at May Day Program

Richard Adams represents Rice at AIEE meet.

Colonial Tea Is Planned To Fete Seniors In YWCA

Richard Adams represents Rice at AIEE meet.

Political Hoax Traced Down By Warfield
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AMENDMENT

Walter M. Hensley,

Mr. Donald L. Webber to be the guest speaker at the banquet.

The dresses; with bps; and made to order for the first time, will be worn by the girls at the May 9, 1934, Coronation Ball.
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CAST YOUR VOTE

The unanimous decision of Monday night will, for all intents and purposes, be the forerunner of the history of the school, the forerunner of the future of Rice University. The decision of Monday night is the result of a vote taken by the students of Rice University, a vote that will determine the future of the institution.

The decision of Monday night will determine whether or not the students of Rice University will continue to be known as Rice University students, or whether they will be known as Rice University alumni.

The decision of Monday night will determine whether or not the students of Rice University will continue to be known as Rice University students, or whether they will be known as Rice University alumni.

THEATRE

VIVA VILLA

"Viva Villa," the latest film release by M-G-M, stars the great Wallace Beery, in the title role of a Mexican bandit.

The film was actually produced in Mexico and filmed some of the scenes in actual bus stops, and the bull ring. It is a Paramount release, directed by Henry King, and is a great success at the box office in New York City.

The film stars the great Wallace Beery, in the title role of a Mexican bandit.

THE KEY JUGGLER

ARE YOU A KEY JUGGLER?

Watch out for the signs of jangled nerves

You've noticed other people's nervous habits—and wondered how to curb them. Here's how to curb them. But have you ever stopped to think that you, too, may be juggling a few of your own? And your regular readers are quick to point out that they are not juggling at all.

COSTLINER TOBACCO

Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCO than any other popular brand of cigarette.

TUNE IN!

CAMEL CARAVAN with Casey Kasem, Larry Williams, and the Casey Kasem Band, every Tuesday and Thursday at 11 P.M. EST—7 P.M. CST, 6 P.M. MST—9 P.M. PST, over WABC—Colombia Network

TEST YOUR NERVES FREE!

Surprise 20 ways to test nerves—electrical, sensory and motor—Try them on your friends or family and see if they are doing any of these things. And if they are, let them know it. Just add a little spice to your routine and see what happens.

Costliner Tobacco Company

450 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y.

LEOPold & PoiNe

BIG MAN

Walking Home For Heroes

REMEMBER—NO BULGING ANYWHERE. All the made-to-measure suits are made to order, and made to fit. All the suits are made to fit, and made to order.
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Racqueteers Split Steer And Mustang Net Series

Due to his victory over the Eagle Conference Champion, Martin Bailey of Texas, and the sensational veteran, Martin Bailey of the Vanderbilt University, and the outstanding freshman, Martin Bailey of the University of Texas, the Owls will win the intramural tennis league.

Freshman P. E. Team Bats Seniors To Advance Win

Following the completion of the Intramural Tennis League, the Owls will face the Seniors to advance to the next round of the competition. The Owls have been relying on the skill of their experienced players, and with the addition of the freshman, they are expected to take the championship.

Owl Golfers Will Play SMU Monday

Owl golfers will face SMU on Monday at 3:00 p.m. at theSMU golf course. The Owls will hope to continue their winning streak against the Mustangs.

Owl Football vs. SMU Saturday at 3:30 p.m.

The Owl football team will play SMU on Saturday at 3:30 p.m. at the Owls' home field. The Owls hope to improve their record against one of the nation's top teams.

Mickey Riley

In Town Next Week

To celebrate his return from the war, Mickey Riley will be in town next week. He will perform at the Owl Theater on Monday night. Riley is a well-known performer and is expected to draw a large crowd.

SO ROUND and FIRM

and FULLY PACKED

that's why

you'll find Luckies don't dry out

Lucky Strike is the only mild cigarette that's all natural. It's mild and mellow. No artificial flavors or added ingredients.

Lucky Strike's the only mild cigarette that's all natural. It's mild and mellow. No artificial flavors or added ingredients.

South Texas Commercial Bank

HOUlTON, TEXAS

If you have money take a seat—
if you none—take to your feet.

South Texas Commercial Bank

HOUlTON, TEXAS

VARIETY TOWNS has added the back, has given us some unique originality in helped hands for Spring. One liners included, you can have anything from personal touches to tailors' touches. It is a most refreshing improvement in clothing fabric.

$30

$35

Talkeator has replaced the rear to be forgotten behind it. It is the greatest improvement in clothing fabric.
The Gasser

Getting kinda hard to get dirt these days, but we were given the go-ahead into the build-up of an unannounced lady persisted. It’s the crooked坞 window.

We wonder if the lady who was that day at Mr. McElroy’s was the same one who visited us on Monday. She seemed to be in a hurry and a bit with a mouth full of gum.

We hear the BILLY SCHLICK was a special guest behind the bar last night. He was in a very good mood.

Now we have the SOUTH HENDRICK on a very rare outing of a certain type. He seems to be a bit of a recluse these days. Why just another one this time? We’re not sure.

Now you can’t help but notice the smiles of the lady on the way in. She was wearing a fascinating necklace. Good aura about her.

FRANK LOVE pulled a “drama” or something when he appeared in the lounge last Thursday. He seemed to be in a very foul mood.

GEORGE BROWN, variously described as the smartest, the wisest, or the most charming, was at his usual place.

EUGENIA MILLIAMSON was patronizing the bar with her usual charm.
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VOTE FOR

VIRGINIA BARNES
For Assistant CAMPAINELE Editor

WANTED

Assistant Manager

Palm Beach... like raising a window

VENTILATION! Air ensuring evaporates body perspiration! That's what we are all summer through the wild-open pores and pampered waves of the new Palm Beach.

Wide open because each pore of the cloth is a real little window in itself—with no flange around the edges—no flake or whiskers. This will be seen at the opening. That's why Palm Beach is so many times as person as other summertime focuses.

Have you seen a Palm Beach pastpaper all your life? Then let this new one be the harshest coolness. It is dirt-resistant, wrinkle-resistant, tear-busting, washable, fully waterproof—and it comes in white and many colors. For GOODALL: $1.50.

Palm Beach...

The way tobacco is cut has a lot to do with the way Chesterfield burns and tastes.

There are many different ways of cutting tobacco.

A long time ago, it used to be cut on what was known as a Pease Cutter, but this darkened the tobacco, and it was not uniform.

The cutters today are the most improved, modern, up-to-the-minute type. They are uniformly, and cut in long shreds.

The tobacco in Chesterfield is cut right— you can judge for yourself by the Chesterfield burn and how they taste.

Everything that science knows is used to make Chesterfield the cigarette that's milder... the cigarette that tastes better.

Chesterfield

the cigarette that's Milder
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER

Esquire

MAY ISSUE

Over 170 pages

ON SALE NOW